Along with the changes listed below, there have also been numerous Chinese character and pinyin tone mark changes. The changes are also reflected in the indices. Some existing photos have been enlarged, cleaned up, and adjusted for better color. Please note that this is a partial list and there are additional changes.

**Warm, Spicy Herbs that Release the Exterior**

Xi Xin - new photo (xi xin gen shown)

**Cool, Spicy Herbs that Release the Exterior**

Sheng Ma - new photo  
Fu Ping - new photo  
Ge Gen - new photo (ye ge gen (Pueraria lobata) shown)

**Herbs that Drain Fire**

Mi Meng Hua - new photo

**Herbs that Cool the Blood**

Zi Cao - new photo  
Bai Wei - new photo  
Xi Jiao - Comment Added: shui niu jiao shown

**Herbs that Clear Heat and Eliminate Toxins**

Ban Lan Gen - new photo  
Bai Jiang Cao - new photo  
Bai Tou Weng - new photo  
Hong Teng - new photo

**Herbs that Clear and Relieve Summerheat**

Qing Hao - new photo (spring harvest shown)

**Herbs that Regulate Water and Drain Dampness**

Han Fang Ji - new photo  
Fu Shen - new photo  
Mu Tong (Chuan) - common and Latin name changes (Clematis)

**Herbs that Dispel Wind-Dampness**

Hai Feng Teng - new photo  
Cang Er Zi - new photo  
Wu Jia Pi - new photo

**Herbs that Cool and Transform Phlegm-Heat**

Chuan Bei Mu - new photo
Warm Herbs that Transform Phlegm-Cold

Bai Qian - new photo
Ban Xia - new photo

Herbs that Regulate the Qi

Zhi Shi - new photo

Herbs that Stop Bleeding

Ce Bai Ye - new photo

Herbs that Invigorate Blood and Remove Stagnation

Chuan Niu Xi - new photo
Hu Zhang - character and pinyin changes
Ji Xue Teng - new photo
Yi Mu Cao - new photo
Wang Bu Liu Xing - new photo

Herbs that Warm the Interior and Expel Cold

Fu Zi - new photo

Herbs that Tonify Qi

Huang Qi - new photo

Herbs that Tonify Blood

He Shou Wu - new photo (black bean juice)
Dang Gui - new photo

Herbs that Tonify Yang

Dong Chong Xia Cao - new photo

Herbs that Tonify Yin

Shi Hu - Comment Added: you gua shi hu shown

Herbs that Nourish the Heart and Calm the Spirit

He Huan Hua - new photo

Herbs That Astringe, Stabilize, Bind

Wu Wei Zi - Comment Added: nan wu wei zi shown